
Sunfish
Infant/Toddler Program
Typically ages
12 -24 months
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Sunfish are old enough to appreciate how carefree and enjoyable their "home away from home" 
can be, yet still young enough to need the structure that this classroom provides, including an 
introduction to a daily schedule featuring art and other sensory lessons, letters and numbers, 
imaginary play and music. 

In this classroom I can...
Language Arts
* Begin to use words for communication
* Respond to and call others by name

Cognitive Development
* Recognize myself in a mirror or picture
* Learn about numbers and letters
* Point to and name objects
* Match basic shapes and colors
* Imitate adult behavior in play
* Recognize animals and their sounds
* Idendify body parts

Life Skills
* Function well within a group setting
* Follow simple directions
* Learn to use a spoon and cup efficiently
* Learn to use proper hand washing skills
* Learn to put toys away

Sensory Stimulation
* Listen to short, simple stories
* Listen to and repeat simple songs

Motor Skills
* Walk well without help
* Maneuver around obstacles
* Climb on and over objects
* Balance well
* Sit in a chair
* Scribble with crayon
* Paint with arm movement
* Stack pegs
* Build with blocks
* Manipulate pegs, beads and play-dough
* Work two-three piece puzzles

www.totslanding.com

The Sunfish classroom at Tots' Landing is the first time children experience circle time - an 
opportunity for them to learn and enjoy new songs and new ideas.   That's all part of a philosophy 
designed to maximize the development and happiness of children ages six weeks to five years.  
Since our founding in 1993, we have grown to provide a safe, fun and comfortable environment for 
children to play, laugh and learn. 


